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Abstract 
 
Koopmans’ paradigm states that electron loss occurs from HOMO, thus 
forming the basis for the observed linear relationships between HOMO/IP, 
HOMO/Eox, and IP/Eox. In cases where a molecule undergoes dramatic 
structural reorganization upon 1-electron oxidation, the IP/Eox relationship 
does not hold, and the origin of which is not understood. For example, X-ray 
crystallography of the neutral and cation radicals of bicyclo[2.2.1]heptane-
annulated p-hydroquinone ethers (THE and MHE) showed that they undergo 
electron-transfer-induced conformational reorganization and show breakdown 
of the IP/Eox relationship. DFT calculations revealed that Koopmans’ paradigm 
still holds true because the electron-transfer-induced subtle conformational 
reorganization, responsible for the breakdown of IP/Eox relationship, is also 
responsible for the reordering of HOMO and HOMO-1. Perceived failure of 
Koopmans’ paradigm in cases of THE and MHE assumes that both vertical and 
adiabatic electron detachments involve the same HOMO; however, this study 
demonstrates that the vertical ionization and adiabatic oxidation occur from 
different molecular orbitals due to reordering of HOMO/HOMO-1. The 
underpinnings of this finding will spur widespread interest in designing next-
generation molecules beyond HQEs, whose electronic structures can be 
modulated by electron-transfer-induced conformation reorganization. 
Keywords: cation radicals, electron-transfer induced conformational 
reorganization, electronic isomers, IP/Eox relationship, Koopmans’ paradigm 
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p-Hydroquinone ethers (HQEs) are excellent one-electron 
donors,1,2 and they are extensively utilized as components of 
molecular wires3,4 in photovoltaic applications as well as redox shuttle 
additives in lithium-ion batteries.5-7 Because of the potential 
importance of HQEs as useful one-electron donors, it is essential to 
develop a full understanding of the factors that control their redox 
potentials and can allow their fine-tuning for future applications. The 
HQE redox properties can be significantly impacted by the 
conformation of alkoxy groups, which, in turn, can be modulated by 
substitution of the hydrogen atoms in the aromatic ring by 
alkyl/cycloalkyl groups. For example, a careful experimental analysis 
of the structure–property relationship of a series of HQEs in Chart 1 
reveals that bicyclo[2.2.1]heptane-annulated p-hydroquinone ethers 
(THE and MHE) undergo dramatic conformational reorganization of 
methoxy groups upon 1-electron oxidation, and they show a 
breakdown of the IP/Eox relationship.1 
 
Chart 1 
It is noted based on the analysis of a number of X-ray crystal 
structures of neutral electron donors and the corresponding cation 
radicals (CRs) that the spin/charge distribution in CRs tracks in 
accordance with the disposition of HOMO; that is, bonds with bonding 
HOMO lobes undergo elongations, whereas the bonds with antibonding 
lobes undergo contractions. (See a compilation of the representative 
examples in the Tables S1–S6 of the Supporting Information.)8-13 
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However, the bicyclo[2.2.1]heptane-annulated p-hydroquinone ethers 
THE and MHE do not subscribe to this analysis, and their spin/charge 
distribution corresponds to HOMO-1 rather than HOMO. Interestingly, 
the energies of HOMO and HOMO-1 of simple benzenoid donors, called 
hereafter “quinoidal” and “bisallylic”, can be easily modulated by 
altering the arrangement of alkyl substituents or environment.14,15 
Accordingly, herein, we will provide a detailed analysis using 
experimental redox potentials, vertical ionization potentials (IPs) 
(obtained by photoelectron spectroscopy), X-ray crystallography of a 
number of neutral HQEs and their CRs, and DFT calculations to 
demonstrate that the breakdown of the IP/Eox relationship in cases of 
THE and MHE arises due to the geometrical rearrangement upon 1-
electron oxidation of THE and MHE, as follows. 
A plot of the vertical IPs and the adiabatic oxidation potentials 
(Eox) of a series of hydroquinone ethers (see Chart 1) showed that 
bicyclo[2.2.1]heptane annulated HQEs THE and MHE veer away from 
the expected linear relationship, while the point for structurally similar 
bicyclo[2.2.2]octane annulated BHE lies on the line (Figure 1).1 
 
Figure 1. Correlation of the experimental ionization potentials (IPs) and first oxidation 
potentials (Eox1) of various HQEs. 
To probe the breakdown of the IP/Eox relationship in cases of 
THE and MHE, we obtained the precise X-ray structures of both neutral 
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and CR of Me2HE, which does not deviate from the linear IP/Eox 
relationship, and of MHE, which does fall off the IP/Eox correlation line 
(Figure 1). A comparison of the X-ray structures of neutral and the 
corresponding CRs of Me2HE, MHE, and previously reported THE1,16 
together with the experimental bond length changes, spin/charge 
distributions, and HOMOs are compiled in Table 1. 
Table 1. ORTEP Diagrams of the Neutral and CR Me2HE, MHE, and THE, the 
Bond Length Changes, Spin/Charge Distributions, and HOMOs of Neutral 
HQEs 
 
 
Table a See Figures S1–S3 and Tables S7–S9 for the additional details of the X-ray 
structures reported herein and Figures S4 and S5 for the X-ray structures of HE, 
Me4HE, BHE, and BHE+•. 
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Table b Spin/charge distribution inferred from the observed bond length changes 
(shown in pm). 
Table c HOMOs were obtained from the HF/6-31G(d) calculations. 
Thus, the X-ray structures of Me2HE and Me2HE+• SbCl6–, 
generated using NOSbCl6 as oxidant,17 showed that the methoxy 
groups lie in the aromatic plane both in the neutral and CR and do not 
undergo rotation upon 1-electron oxidation. Furthermore, a 
comparison of the bond length changes in neutral → CR transformation 
of Me2HE leads to elongation/contractions of the bonds in accordance 
with the disposition of the bonding/antibonding lobes of HOMO. For 
example, 4 equiv bonds labeled “a” undergo elongation by 3.4 pm, 
whereas bonds labeled “b” and “c” undergo contractions by 5.2 and 
2.9 pm, respectively. The observed bond length changes in Me2HE → 
Me2HE+• transformation are also consistent with the “bisallylic” type 
spin/charge distribution. (See Table 1, row 1.) 
Contrastingly, the X-ray structures of neutral 
bicyclo[2.2.1]heptane-annulated THE show that methoxy groups lie 
perpendicular to the aromatic plane due to the steric repulsion from 
ortho substituents (Table 1). Interestingly, transformation THE → 
THE+• leads to a dramatic conformational change, and the methoxy 
groups rotate and lie in the aromatic plane. Accommodation of the 
methoxy groups in THE+• is feasible because the bridgehead hydrogen 
atoms in bicyclo[2.2.1]heptane fragment point away from the aromatic 
plane (Table 1, row 2). Note that such an in-plane arrangement of the 
methoxy groups in BHE+• is not possible because the bridgehead 
hydrogens of the bicyclo[2.2.2]octane lie in the aromatic plane, as 
shown by the superposition of the X-ray structures of neutral BHE 
(gray sticks) and THE (green sticks). 
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Furthermore, a close examination of the bond length changes in 
THE → THE+• transformation reveals that the observed bond length 
changes (see Table 1, row 2) are consistent with a “bisallylic” 
spin/charge distribution and not with the expected “quinoidal” 
distribution based on the HOMO of THE. 
Similarly, in the X-ray structure of neutral MHE, which is a 
hybrid of THE and BHE and contains both bicyclo[2.2.1]heptane and 
bicyclo[2.2.2]octane fragments, methoxy groups lie perpendicular to 
the aromatic plane (Table 1, row 3). Interestingly, in neutral MHE both 
methoxy groups point on the same face unlike THE and BHE.18 The 
electron-transfer-induced MHE → MHE+• transformation rotates the 
methoxy groups into the aromatic plane, and they adopt syn 
conformation (Table 1, row 3). The syn arrangement of the methoxy 
groups in MHE+• is expected based on the fact that the methoxy 
groups can be accommodated in the aromatic plane only by the 
bicyclo[2.2.1]heptane framework.19 Moreover, the bond length 
changes during the MHE → MHE+• transformation again show that the 
spin/charge distribution does not follow expected “quinoidal” nodal 
structure of HOMO (see Table 1, row 3) but is rather consistent with a 
“bisallylic” spin/charge distribution similar to that observed with the 
THE → THE+• transformation. 
Thus, the X-ray crystal structures related to the HQE → HQE+• 
transformations clearly reveal that the spin/charge distribution in the 
case of Me2HE corresponds to the expected “bisallylic” distribution 
based on the HOMO, whereas in the cases of THE and MHE the 
observed spin/charge distribution is again “bisallylic”, but it is not in 
agreement with the “quinoidal” HOMO. Moreover, unlike Me2HE, THE 
and MHE deviate from the IP/Eox relationship and expected spin/charge 
distribution, and they also undergo electron-transfer-induced rotation 
of the methoxy groups. To account for this discrepancy, we performed 
computational study of the electronic structures of both neutral and 
CRs of HQEs, as follows. 
The DFT calculations using selected standard functionals 
(ωB97X-D and M06-2X) and B1LYP-4020-22 (see the Supporting 
Information) accurately reproduced the observed conformations of 
both neutral and CRs of various HQEs as well as the experimentally 
observed bond length changes relevant to the HQE → HQE+• 
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transformations (Figures S8–S11 and Tables S11–S13 in the 
Supporting Information). Moreover, the calculated (gas-phase) vertical 
IPs and the free energies of oxidation in solvent (ΔGox) for HQEs 
reproduced the experimentally observed linear IP/Eox relationship, 
which again showed that THE and MHE fall off the trend line (compare 
Figure 1 vs Figure S12 in the Supporting Information). 
Both experimental (Figure 1, Table 1) and computational data 
(Figure S12 in the Supporting Information) suggest that the 
breakdown of the IP/Eox relationship must be accompanied by the 
changes in electronic structures due to the associated structural 
reorganization. Accordingly, we performed a careful DFT analysis of 
the electronic structures of neutral HQEs, and examination of the 
occupied frontier molecular orbitals (OFMOs) showed that their 
energies and ordering are highly dependent on a number of structural 
factors as discussed below. 
First, the methoxy groups in HQEs remove the degeneracy of 
the “bisallylic”/”quinoidal” OFMOs, found in parent benzene, due to the 
interaction of the benzenoid orbitals with the orbitals containing lone 
pairs of oxygens (nO) or the σ orbitals of the O–CH3 bonds (σOCH3) and 
alkyl groups (σalk). Importantly, the HOMO/HOMO-1 energy gap (Δ) is 
critically dependent on the orientation of the methoxy groups with 
respect to the benzene ring and was found to be highest in cases 
where methoxy groups lie in the aromatic plane (Δ = 1.47 and 1.26 eV 
for HE and Me2HE, respectively) and as low as 0.1 eV in Me4HE, where 
methoxy groups lie perpendicular to the aromatic plane (Figure 2a). 
 
Figure 2. Energies and isovalue plots (0.03 au) of HOMO/HOMO-1 [B1LYP40/6-
31G(d)+PCM(CH2Cl2)] of (a) parent HE and its methylated analogues and (b) 
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bicycloalkane-annulated HQEs. Red and black bars represent energy levels of the 
“bisallylic” and “quinoidal” orbitals, respectively. The inset in panel a shows that the 
HOMO of hypothetical Me4HE (with the methoxy groups lying in the aromatic plane) is 
expected to be ∼1 eV higher in energy than the actual Me4HE. See Figure S13 in the 
Supporting Information for the Hartree–Fock orbitals of HQEs. 
Second, the energies and ordering of the “bisallylic”/”quinoidal” 
OFMOs can be further modulated by varying the nature of the alkyl 
substituents (Chart 1). For example, the orbital ordering and the 
HOMO/HOMO-1 energy gap (Δ = 0.10 eV) in BHE, which has two 
bicyclo[2.2.2]octane fragments, were similar to those of Me4HE (Figure 
2); however, a substitution of one of the bicyclo[2.2.2]octane 
fragments in BHE by the bicyclo[2.2.1]heptane fragment (i.e., MHE) 
led to the stabilization of the “bisallylic” orbital and destabilization of 
the “quinoidal” orbital,23 thereby leading to the almost degenerate 
HOMO/HOMO-1 (Δ = 0.03 eV). Substitution of both 
bicyclo[2.2.2]octanes with bicyclo[2.2.1]heptane frameworks (i.e., 
THE) resulted in swapping of the order of HOMO/HOMO-1 with 
significantly increased energy gap (Δ = 0.16 eV); see Figure 2b. 
The analysis presented in Figure 2 shows that relatively small 
HOMO/HOMO-1 energy gap in fully substituted HQEs can be modulated 
by varying the nature of alkyl substituents; however, this energy gap 
is highly dependent on the conformation of the methoxy groups as it 
sharply decreases when the methoxy groups rotate from being in the 
aromatic plane (i.e., HE and Me2HE) to lying perpendicular to the 
aromatic plane (Me4HE); see Figure 2. This analysis thus demands that 
electron-transfer-induced structural reorganization in cases of MHE and 
THE (Table 1) must involve reordering of the energies of OFMOs. 
Accordingly, we performed a Walsh-type analysis24 of the 
energies of OFMOs in bicycloalkane-annulated HQEs with respect to 
varying conformations of methoxy groups. Thus, the orientation of 
both methoxy groups with respect to the aromatic plane (as measured 
by dihedral angle CH3-O-Car1-Car2) was fixed, while the other geometric 
parameters were allowed to optimize; the dihedral angles were varied 
from 0 to 90°, and the energies of HOMO/HOMO-1 are plotted in 
Figure 3. It is clearly seen from these scans that the energy of the 
“quinoidal” orbital is virtually independent of the orientation of the 
methoxy groups. On the contrary, the energy of the “bisallylic” orbital 
sharply increases (by ∼0.8 eV) when the conformation of methoxy 
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groups was changed from being perpendicular to lying in the plane of 
the aromatic ring. Moreover, Figure 3 shows that the dramatic changes 
in the HOMO/HOMO-1 energy gap due to the rotation of methoxy 
groups also lead to the reordering of the HOMO and HOMO-1 in MHE 
and THE (panels a and b). Indeed, the reordering of the OFMOs is 
further attested by the experimental observation (Table 1) and 
calculated spin/charge distributions25 in HQE CRs with respect to the 
orientation of the methoxy groups; see Figures S15–S17 in the 
Supporting Information. 
 
Figure 3. Energies and isovalue plots (0.03 au) of HOMO/HOMO-1 of THE (a), MHE 
(b), and BHE (c) as a function of the CH3-O-Car1-Car2 dihedral angle [B1LYP40/6-
31G(d)+PCM(CH2Cl2)]. See Figure S14 for the corresponding energetic profiles. 
It is noted that measurement of vertical IPs by photoelectron 
spectroscopy corresponds to the removal of electron from a frozen 
rotational state of the molecule on a ultrafast time scale, whereas 
measurement of thermodynamic oxidation potentials (Eox1) by 
electrochemistry occurs on a much longer time scale and therefore 
allows for a necessary structural changes in the resulting CRs. In fact, 
the similarity of the IPs of THE, MHE, and BHE is not surprising because 
their HOMO energies are also similar. Indeed, Figure 4 shows that the 
spin/charge distributions in vertically ionized state closely correspond 
to the HOMOs in their neutral state.26 On the contrary, structurally 
reorganized CRs of THE and MHE show reorganization of the 
spin/charge distribution, which now corresponds to HOMO-1 in the 
neutral molecules (Figure 4). 
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Figure 4. Isovalue plots of the HQE HOMO/HOMO-1 (0.03 au) and spin densities of 
the CRs at the geometries of the neutral HQEs (vertical ionization) and corresponding 
(relaxed) CR geometries (Eox) [B1LYP40/6-31G(d)+PCM(CH2Cl2)]. Also see Figure S18 
in the Supporting Information. 
Clearly, the breakdown of the IP/Eox relationship is associated 
with the structural reorganization in the CRs induced by 1-electron 
oxidation, which accompanies the reordering of the HOMO/HOMO-1. 
As shown in Figure S19 in the Supporting Information, the HOMO/Eox 
relationship does not hold when the energies of the HOMOs are 
calculated based on the geometries of nonreorganized neutral 
molecules; however, the HOMO energies of the reorganized (CR) 
geometries show an excellent linear relationship (Figure S20). Thus, 
the Koopmans’ paradigm does hold true if one takes in account the 
structural reorganization and reordering of the HOMO/HOMO-1 in the 
course of 1-electron oxidation (Figure S20). 
In summary, we demonstrate that the breakdown of IP/Eox 
relationship in cases of bicycloheptane annulated hydroquinone ethers 
(THE and MHE) arises due to the electron-transfer-induced rotation of 
the methoxy groups from being perpendicular to the aromatic plane 
(neutral THE or MHE) to lying in the aromatic plane (THE+• or MHE+•). 
A careful analysis of the X-ray structural data of both neutral HQEs 
and their CRs, together with the DFT calculations, show that the 
spin/charge distribution in THE+• or MHE+• corresponds to the removal 
of electron from “bisallylic” HOMO-1, as opposed to the expected 
“quinoidal” HOMO. As such, this finding demands a reordering of the 
energies of HOMO/HOMO-1 during the conformational reorganization. 
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Indeed, a Walsh-type analysis showed that the reordering of the 
HOMO/HOMO-1 does occur when methoxy groups are systematically 
rotated from being perpendicular to being in the aromatic plane (i.e., 
θCH3-O-Car1-Car2 = 90 to 0°). Thus, breakdown of IP/Eox relationship 
suggests the involvement of two different electronic structures of the 
CRs: (1) THE+• and MHE+• (with methoxy groups lying perpendicular to 
the aromatic plane) formed during vertical ionization (IP) with electron 
being ejected from “quinoidal” HOMO and (2) reorganized THE+• and 
MHE+• (with methoxy groups lying in the aromatic plane) produced by 
adiabatic electrochemical oxidation (Eox) correspond to the electron 
being ejected from the “bisallylic” HOMO. The perceived failure of 
Koopmans’ paradigm and the breakdown of IP/Eox relationship in cases 
of THE and MHE presume that both electron detachment events 
involved the same HOMO; however, if one takes into account the 
reordering of HOMO/HOMO-1 energies due to the conformational 
reorganization in the course of adiabatic 1-electron oxidation, 
suggesting that different orbitals are involved for vertical ionization 
(“quinoidal” HOMO) and adiabatic oxidation (“bisallylic” HOMO), the 
Koopmans’ paradigm will hold true. 
The finding herein, which demonstrates that electronic 
structures of a given CR can be altered by a simple rotation of 
methoxy groups, together with our previous demonstration of 
modulation of electronic structures of CRs by varied placement of 
counteranions,14 and substituents suggest high malleability of the 
spin/charge distribution in CRs. This finding should spur widespread 
interest in designing novel molecules beyond HQEs, whose electronic 
structures can be modulated by electron-transfer-induced 
conformation reorganization. A number of studies are underway in our 
laboratory to elaborate the role of nuclear motion and alteration of the 
electronic structures of the CRs in the bond forming or electron-
transfer events. 
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Introduction	  The	   archive	   entries,	   formerly	   intended	   for	   the	   Browse	   Quantum	   Chemistry	  Database	  System,	  are	  organized	  as	  a	  simple	  list	  of	  data	  fields	  separated	  by	  backslash	  symbols,	   which	   is	   wrapped	   in	   70-­‐char	   text	   lines.	   The	   script	   ‘Parse.Archive.pl’,	  written	   in	   Perl,	   converts	   archive	   entry	   into	   human	   readable	   format.	   To	   use	   this	  script,	  1. Check	  if	  the	  Perl	  interpreter	  is	  installed	  on	  the	  system.	  To	  do	  this,	  run	  the	  command	  ‘perl	  –v’	  in	  console.	  If	  console	  returns	  a	  message	  like	  ‘command	  not	   found’,	   please	   obtain	   and	   install	   a	   Perl	   interpreter	  (www.perl.org/get.html;	  Perl	  is	  Open	  Source	  software	  licensed	  under	  GNU	  GPL).	  2. Save	  the	  script	  code,	  listed	  below,	  as	  a	  file	  named	  ‘Parse.Archive.pl’.	  3. Select	   an	   archive	   entry	   of	   interest	   and	   save	   it	   as	   another	   file	   (e.g.	   ‘B-­‐Xb.txt’).	  4. Run	   the	   command	   ‘perl	   Parse.Archive.pl	   B-­‐Xb.txt	   >	   B-­‐Xb-­‐parsed.txt’	   in	  console.	   The	   parsed	   archive	   entry	   will	   be	   stored	   in	   the	   file	   ‘B-­‐Xb-­‐parsed.txt’	   in	   this	   example.	   In	   some	   cases,	   absolute	   path	   to	   the	   Perl	  interpreter	  might	  need	  to	  be	  provided.	  	  
 
 
 
 
 
# --- Parse.Archive.pl --- 
 
# Merge all strings in one line 
my $s=''; 
while (<>) { chomp ; $s .= $_ } 
$_ = $s; 
 
# Some PDF viewers (like Mac OS’s Preview) might substitute  
# 'end of line' symbols by the white space symbols, 
# To remove these extra white spaces, please uncomment the following lines: 
# my $str_length = 70; 
# my $index = $str_length; 
# while (length($_) > $index) { 
#     substr $_,$index,1,''; 
#     $index += $str_length; 
# } 
 
# Replace all backslashes by new-line symbols 
s:\\:\n:g; 
 
# Print the resulting output 
print; 
 
# --- END --- 	  
HE	  
1\1\GINC-HPC-CN102\FOpt\RBLYP\6-31G(d)\C8H10O2\TALIPOVM\13-Jan-2015\0\ 
\#P BLYP IOP(3/76=0600004000)/6-31G(d) Opt(tight) SCRF(PCM,solvent=Dic 
hloromethane) nosym scf(fermi,xqc,maxcyc=200) int(grid=ultrafine)\\Tit 
le\\0,1\C,-1.0119249122,0.1060177479,0.9740144879\C,-2.399461163,0.056 
8789743,1.1035965522\O,-3.0597623899,-0.2349720096,2.2590733937\C,-3.1 
	   S3	  
928691051,0.3199190989,-0.0091310225\C,-2.622450493,0.6282968081,-1.23 
67751274\C,-1.2349143545,0.6774370343,-1.36635639\O,-0.5746165855,0.96 
92826517,-2.5218356259\C,-0.4415062047,0.4143945497,-0.2536302205\C,-1 
.3391461405,1.2434870039,-3.6766360431\C,-2.2952410624,-0.5091864851,3 
.4138775243\H,-1.9564268203,0.3891721811,-3.9601825992\H,-0.6260360924 
,1.4478426413,-4.4692335301\H,-1.9789729377,2.11632282,-3.5351383663\H 
,-1.6554109986,-1.3820190181,3.2723751259\H,-3.0083562656,-0.713552824 
6,4.2064676556\H,-1.6779649649,0.3451266856,3.6974387161\H,-0.36673714 
71,-0.0922492265,1.8148604836\H,-4.2670473783,0.2800943165,0.097905225 
8\H,-3.2676371192,0.8265611562,-2.0776230496\H,0.6326721347,0.45421589 
46,-0.3606671905\\Version=EM64L-G09RevD.01\HF=-461.0371381\RMSD=4.234e 
-09\RMSF=9.327e-07\Dipole=-0.0000018,-0.0000058,0.0000016\Quadrupole=- 
3.8963118,-4.7070216,8.6033334,-1.0760225,4.4724128,-3.4166708\PG=C01  
[X(C8H10O2)]\\@ 
 
Me2HE	  
1\1\GINC-HPC-CN78\FOpt\RBLYP\6-31G(d)\C10H14O2\TALIPOVM\14-Jan-2015\0\ 
\#P BLYP IOP(3/76=0600004000)/6-31G(d) Opt(tight) SCRF(PCM,solvent=Dic 
hloromethane) nosym scf(fermi,xqc,maxcyc=200) int(grid=ultrafine)\\Tit 
le\\0,1\C,-1.0194153494,0.1548727189,0.9745928816\C,-2.4047904348,0.10 
08769159,1.1017760528\O,-3.0547966432,-0.1704670514,2.2714602082\C,-3. 
221957665,0.331456758,-0.0078870492\C,-2.6151087882,0.6134330384,-1.22 
87533647\C,-1.2297309841,0.6674267298,-1.3559372027\O,-0.5797278582,0. 
9387715191,-2.5256235808\C,-0.4125643696,0.4368480539,-0.2462749447\C, 
-1.3490086223,1.1822552737,-3.6829064312\C,-2.2855179689,-0.4139553514 
,3.4287436342\H,-1.9622738132,0.3184180173,-3.9457377198\H,-0.63961711 
93,1.3732928924,-4.4824295438\H,-1.9941074957,2.0539803946,-3.55926143 
66\H,-1.6404158332,-1.2856772135,3.3050933673\H,-2.9949095196,-0.60500 
09637,4.2282648603\H,-1.672255358,0.4498819101,3.6915812777\H,-0.38619 
68311,-0.0229322007,1.8298482599\C,-4.7187036816,0.2732516362,0.126235 
8174\H,-3.2483251751,0.7912425215,-2.0840089166\C,1.0841806537,0.49505 
79956,-0.3803956634\H,-5.0489955582,-0.7086852365,0.4683561157\H,-5.20 
21086138,0.4822033895,-0.8264566399\H,-5.0800791283,0.9965331068,0.858 
6202365\H,1.5675876262,0.2860939583,0.5722934922\H,1.4144709603,1.4770 
00939,-0.7225013301\H,1.4455575706,-0.228209752,-1.1127923804\\Version 
=EM64L-G09RevD.01\HF=-539.6188686\RMSD=8.796e-09\RMSF=6.327e-07\Dipole 
=-0.0000027,-0.0000007,0.0000018\Quadrupole=-3.5054497,-4.6289515,8.13 
44012,-0.848712,4.0034848,-2.9036872\PG=C01 [X(C10H14O2)]\\@ 
 
Me4HE	  
1\1\GINC-HPC-CN90\FOpt\RBLYP\6-31G(d)\C12H18O2\TALIPOVM\14-Jan-2015\0\ 
\#P BLYP IOP(3/76=0600004000)/6-31G(d) Opt(tight) SCRF(PCM,solvent=Dic 
hloromethane) nosym scf(fermi,xqc,maxcyc=200) int(grid=ultrafine)\\Tit 
le\\0,1\C,-0.2819871912,-0.0294766773,2.3315551755\C,-1.0553649276,0.2 
345444439,1.0660576082\C,-2.4521137607,0.2149795713,1.069319374\O,-3.1 
124213835,-0.0602859673,2.2510512106\C,-3.2031515243,0.4299431169,-0.0 
887018838\C,-4.7080014109,0.3734814335,-0.048246182\C,-2.5332918362,0. 
6866812527,-1.2909804228\C,-3.3066766582,0.9506960824,-2.5564742958\C, 
-1.1365441132,0.7062482958,-1.2942414221\O,-0.4762319069,0.981512963,- 
2.4759709069\C,-0.3855061052,0.4912872276,-0.1362186643\C,1.1193438229 
,0.5477564517,-0.176682453\H,1.5108356842,1.1806629265,0.6203606404\H, 
1.4652478159,0.9456763991,-1.1256276308\H,1.5634602037,-0.4412819569,- 
0.0411832748\H,-0.9374578476,-0.3983020938,3.1143311652\H,0.2104565033 
,0.874059901,2.6988413082\H,0.5011362439,-0.7702107227,2.1667434703\H, 
-5.05391933,-0.0243368797,0.9007357608\H,-5.0994860025,-0.2595111247,- 
	   S4	  
0.8452261414\H,-5.1521119752,1.3625057986,-0.1838622003\H,-4.089731243 
,1.6915097303,-2.3916853408\H,-3.7992123305,0.0471819332,-2.9236906076 
\H,-2.651196358,1.3194201621,-3.3392890405\C,-0.1634361562,-0.16563286 
56,-3.2506068337\C,-3.4251501524,1.086853518,3.025723591\H,0.491916915 
3,-0.8451636581,-2.7033044137\H,0.3484731941,0.1877546875,-4.141918068 
4\H,-1.0669056262,-0.7035976882,-3.5423840239\H,-2.521652289,1.6247778 
669,3.3174867766\H,-3.9370462329,0.733464393,3.9170418294\H,-4.0804940 
218,1.7664214791,2.4784558962\\Version=EM64L-G09RevD.01\HF=-618.188235 
2\RMSD=7.505e-09\RMSF=9.221e-07\Dipole=0.0000304,-0.0000025,0.0000164\ 
Quadrupole=1.485216,-4.508874,3.023658,-3.7420606,-0.1609776,5.9015255 
\PG=C01 [X(C12H18O2)]\\@ 
 
BHE	  
1\1\GINC-HPC-CN119\FOpt\RBLYP\6-31G(d)\C20H26O2\TALIPOVM\14-Jan-2015\0 
\\#P BLYP IOP(3/76=0600004000)/6-31G(d) Opt(tight) SCRF(PCM,solvent=Di 
chloromethane) nosym scf(fermi,xqc,maxcyc=200) int(grid=ultrafine)\\Ti 
tle\\0,1\C,-0.0720603236,-0.0910634799,2.1512285623\C,-1.0664440851,0. 
1611721609,1.0475455159\C,-2.4538872455,0.1389434047,1.1617745614\O,-3 
.0463436604,-0.1601650683,2.3712485833\C,-3.2387297259,0.383567102,0.0 
380538647\C,-4.7444376318,0.3885904238,-0.0204736827\C,-2.637581139,0. 
6478213959,-1.1968513175\C,-3.6319646211,0.9000582887,-2.300534198\C,- 
1.2501383211,0.6700500739,-1.3110805867\O,-0.6576811288,0.9691583876,- 
2.5205543316\C,-0.4652954801,0.4254260977,-0.1873598005\C,1.0404125117 
,0.420403052,-0.1288323373\C,-0.3939031591,-0.1600811173,-3.33836989\C 
,-3.3101199831,0.9690739621,3.1890652277\H,0.2888836559,-0.8543507425, 
-2.8454192466\H,0.0677426002,0.2124759296,-4.2491249768\H,-1.314599356 
8,-0.6891665773,-3.5905671566\H,-2.3894298567,1.4981939953,3.441211077 
7\H,-3.7717078005,0.5965105648,4.0998470839\H,-3.9929555985,1.66331474 
6,2.6961410077\C,-5.1875138582,-0.6626366613,-1.0623499026\C,-4.533379 
4852,-0.3473425526,-2.432811062\H,-6.2757975991,-0.6498048291,-1.14045 
27859\H,-4.9056896052,-1.6576122802,-0.7186571898\H,-5.2943767745,-0.1 
573463495,-3.1914066844\H,-3.9425863053,-1.1941657352,-2.782312124\C,- 
4.5243339663,2.0888903602,-1.8794806272\H,-3.1308777177,1.1173375237,- 
3.2409996371\C,-5.2034221204,1.7761539712,-0.5206687096\H,-5.271772895 
8,2.2651066229,-2.6546626853\H,-3.9190957388,2.9925035968,-1.810888734 
8\H,-5.1780702809,0.1643718586,0.9513524222\H,-6.290000767,1.776469849 
2,-0.6208172856\H,-4.9536177499,2.5363725969,0.2195592454\C,0.82031090 
7,-1.2798944504,1.73017667\C,1.4993979654,-0.967159433,0.3713642252\H, 
0.2150745362,-2.1835091335,1.661586697\H,1.5677499839,-1.4561077084,2. 
5053592583\H,1.2495935427,-1.7273792301,-0.3688626065\H,2.5859767125,- 
0.9674744647,0.4715115567\C,0.8293527541,1.1563390569,2.2835042113\H,- 
0.5731470482,-0.3083423275,3.0916941722\C,1.4834879168,1.4716317818,0. 
9130428786\H,1.4740449013,0.6446209053,-1.1006586864\H,1.2016636004,2. 
4666068699,0.5693488154\H,2.5717715513,1.4588001234,0.9911469388\H,1.5 
903499882,0.9663455132,3.0421005382\H,0.238557902,2.0031619258,2.63300 
31316\\Version=EM64L-G09RevD.01\HF=-927.6833146\RMSD=6.786e-09\RMSF=8. 
299e-07\Dipole=0.0000048,-0.0000003,0.0000025\Quadrupole=2.2782251,-5. 
0418543,2.7636293,-3.5907464,0.7027644,5.9570038\PG=C01 [X(C20H26O2)]\ 
\@ 
MHE	  
1\1\GINC-HPC-CN85\FOpt\RBLYP\6-31G(d)\C19H24O2\TALIPOVM\14-Jan-2015\0\ 
\#P BLYP IOP(3/76=0600004000)/6-31G(d) Opt(tight) SCRF(PCM,solvent=Dic 
hloromethane) nosym scf(fermi,xqc,maxcyc=200) int(grid=ultrafine)\\Tit 
le\\0,1\C,0.0290133067,-0.0229661184,2.4489218843\C,-0.929110193,0.062 
9513089,1.2891189521\C,-2.3216633869,0.1312552531,1.3749733525\O,-2.94 
	   S5	  
66672399,0.1109454986,2.6030534437\C,-3.0547652385,0.1494898122,0.1995 
526681\C,-4.5411798382,0.2153305005,-0.0758630246\C,-2.4174964421,0.12 
16077872,-1.0457772421\C,-3.509263918,0.1697296047,-2.0923501324\C,-1. 
0358793881,0.0754062624,-1.1376128145\O,-0.406519318,0.0006026438,-2.3 
613895396\C,-0.2919211358,0.0353237836,0.0439930441\C,1.2074269352,-0. 
0740090296,0.1465330049\C,-0.1540216862,1.2571843834,-2.969656076\C,-3 
.2731377835,1.3921511738,3.1174716664\H,-1.0821964726,1.79713608,-3.16 
44480359\H,0.3473806521,1.0545882237,-3.9124193021\H,0.4910242114,1.87 
60940074,-2.3431114898\H,-2.3785783434,2.0036764722,3.2495737315\H,-3. 
745075672,1.2317599404,4.0832811087\H,-3.9678495825,1.9182128501,2.460 
4836218\C,-4.6096747967,-0.6347205302,-1.3644659638\C,-4.1293690107,1. 
5959663739,-2.0440109484\C,-4.8382991628,1.6274240816,-0.6579855424\H, 
-4.8466307402,1.7207258877,-2.8552052464\H,-3.3754823423,2.3743225791, 
-2.1481991539\H,-5.1839160799,-0.0775580502,0.7492885415\H,-5.91334093 
27,1.7685257224,-0.7695061764\H,-4.4666797295,2.4224935185,-0.01394705 
76\C,0.8348231196,-1.3338163636,2.3082550569\C,1.5410777438,-1.3644448 
692,0.9280596608\H,0.1665167589,-2.1871893088,2.4204401146\H,1.5637090 
576,-1.3922073097,3.1182695044\H,1.2254400451,-2.2329836231,0.35058063 
54\H,2.6232207381,-1.4383677204,1.0476591534\C,1.0200486168,1.15743537 
23,2.3480052032\H,-0.5011223431,-0.0019048365,3.3982951781\C,1.7264004 
715,1.1269611354,0.9675121893\H,1.6678728333,-0.0958823805,-0.83848523 
16\H,1.5449785255,2.0521810506,0.4203450291\H,2.8072068796,1.036171449 
6,1.086958889\H,1.7477407507,1.0815548995,3.157559898\H,0.4872562845,2 
.0980128402,2.4885155137\H,-3.2216624153,-0.164445341,-3.0850081914\H, 
-5.579247377,-0.5808935259,-1.8618757397\H,-4.3413163616,-1.6778214897 
,-1.203504137\\Version=EM64L-G09RevD.01\HF=-888.3803292\RMSD=7.843e-09 
\RMSF=6.030e-07\Dipole=-0.0791962,1.1998422,-0.067043\Quadrupole=2.541 
1003,-2.2410863,-0.300014,-4.3675341,1.7995449,0.0107811\PG=C01 [X(C19 
H24O2)]\\@ 
THE	  
1\1\GINC-HPC-CN116\FOpt\RBLYP\6-31G(d)\C18H22O2\TALIPOVM\14-Jan-2015\0 
\\#P BLYP IOP(3/76=0600004000)/6-31G(d) Opt(tight) SCRF(PCM,solvent=Di 
chloromethane) nosym scf(fermi,xqc,maxcyc=200) int(grid=ultrafine)\\Ti 
tle\\0,1\C,0.0088725353,0.0466416258,2.1545700439\C,-1.1251231504,0.22 
38832401,1.1683072426\C,-2.5027820006,0.1078816648,1.3071469695\O,-3.0 
701194813,-0.1933967561,2.5253154493\C,-3.2767176772,0.2661707805,0.16 
35436672\C,-4.7740292318,0.2808518838,-0.0548058369\C,-2.6887369768,0. 
5218090524,-1.0807296724\C,-3.8227325106,0.6990510147,-2.0669923473\C, 
-1.3110783784,0.6378113598,-1.2195694174\O,-0.7437453667,0.9390921682, 
-2.4377392318\C,-0.5371424296,0.479521849,-0.0759659448\C,0.9601692207 
,0.4648409094,0.142383824\C,-0.3601824359,-0.1930151139,-3.2028600173\ 
C,-3.453629582,0.938714043,3.2904576089\H,0.4009275472,-0.7807278459,- 
2.6867646514\H,0.0496440447,0.1834378081,-4.136400988\H,-1.2178523683, 
-0.8333406499,-3.4164323315\H,-2.5959315472,1.5789994461,3.5040370701\ 
H,-3.8634679966,0.5622629533,4.2239940824\H,-4.2147165883,1.5264680923 
,2.7743751329\C,-4.8431239023,-0.3028064097,-1.4833677454\C,-4.5193835 
111,2.0459710883,-1.7191820883\C,-5.1770505385,1.7576229967,-0.3377804 
292\H,-5.2722955693,2.284317825,-2.47054134\H,-3.811502157,2.871961779 
9,-1.6869708702\H,-5.3652400711,-0.2093131717,0.7134077506\H,-6.262131 
0611,1.8458119467,-0.392801394\H,-4.8305327358,2.4330682215,0.44239408 
5\C,0.7055240191,-1.3002782159,1.8067601052\C,1.3631912851,-1.01193001 
56,0.4253586533\H,-0.0023571364,-2.126269046,1.7745486689\H,1.45843587 
43,-1.5386247525,2.5581196243\H,1.0166742752,-1.6873759213,-0.35481559 
41\H,2.4482718447,-1.1001182091,0.4803800546\C,1.029263645,1.048499370 
8,1.5709456603\H,-0.2549872543,0.1558624188,3.2024207095\H,-3.55887210 
31,0.5898299612,-3.1148428214\H,-5.833279811,-0.2168490138,-1.93332769 
	   S6	  
92\H,-4.5076145212,-1.3375563465,-1.5389034043\H,1.5513802511,0.955006 
5168,-0.6258293501\H,2.0194196026,0.9625422629,2.0209055592\H,0.693753 
9488,2.0832491882,1.6264812131\\Version=EM64L-G09RevD.01\HF=-849.07743 
78\RMSD=8.219e-09\RMSF=1.074e-06\Dipole=0.0000293,0.0000009,0.000011\Q 
uadrupole=3.2600465,-5.2535663,1.9935198,-3.6386951,0.5262484,6.209564 
2\PG=C01 [X(C18H22O2)]\\@ 	  
HE+•	  
1\1\GINC-HPC-CN37\Stability\UBLYP\6-31G(d)\C8H10O2(1+,2)\TALIPOVM\14-J 
an-2015\0\\#P BLYP IOP(3/76=0600004000)/6-31G(d) stable(opt) pop(nbo)  
scrf(check) guess(read) geom(allcheck) nosym scf(fermi,xqc,maxcyc=200) 
int(grid=ultrafine)\\Title\\1,2\C,0,-0.9600118859,0.1072718024,0.9686 
719418\C,0,-2.372692518,0.0570646795,1.1041859742\O,0,-3.0025320204,-0 
.224179705,2.2137097199\C,0,-3.2117734287,0.3232031477,-0.0189940462\C 
,0,-2.6743658871,0.6269971342,-1.2314419019\C,0,-1.2616856614,0.677221 
5554,-1.3669518125\O,0,-0.6318483553,0.9585014323,-2.476467369\C,0,-0. 
4226044407,0.411066348,-0.2437760286\C,0,-1.3456297716,1.2468573492,-3 
.6911928049\C,0,-2.2887549054,-0.5125090332,3.4284439221\H,0,-1.939571 
1896,0.3860076127,-3.9848311337\H,0,-0.5779860558,1.4427624644,-4.4281 
459035\H,0,-1.9712505921,2.1246035271,-3.5552237094\H,0,-1.663116876,- 
1.390245263,3.2924919023\H,0,-3.0564005476,-0.7084218554,4.16539289\H, 
0,-1.6948310457,0.3483554456,3.7220749399\H,0,-0.3188116853,-0.0919534 
077,1.810554235\H,0,-4.2792477628,0.274990636,0.1275303368\H,0,-3.3155 
653828,0.8262067891,-2.0733283684\H,0,0.6448700121,0.4592693409,-0.390 
3027838\\Version=EM64L-G09RevD.01\HF=-460.8399693\S2=0.764304\S2-1=0.\ 
S2A=0.750062\RMSD=2.084e-09\Dipole=-0.0000007,-0.000002,0.0000008\Quad 
rupole=0.9112031,-14.7414726,13.8302695,-2.5886603,1.9584722,-7.721445 
8\PG=C01 [X(C8H10O2)]\\@ 
Me2HE+•	  
1\1\GINC-HPC-CN29\Stability\UBLYP\6-31G(d)\C10H14O2(1+,2)\TALIPOVM\14- 
Jan-2015\0\\#P BLYP IOP(3/76=0600004000)/6-31G(d) stable(opt) pop(nbo) 
scrf(check) guess(read) geom(allcheck) nosym scf(fermi,xqc,maxcyc=200 
) int(grid=ultrafine)\\Title\\1,2\C,0,-0.977715362,0.1525161927,0.9791 
243189\C,0,-2.3820118427,0.0978939489,1.1019601623\O,0,-3.0103634721,- 
0.1646651946,2.2214405165\C,0,-3.2418941942,0.3344011465,-0.0294081968 
\C,0,-2.6568057057,0.6157940836,-1.2332835075\C,0,-1.2525124555,0.6704 
081445,-1.3561218546\O,0,-0.6241595522,0.9329614248,-2.4756026027\C,0, 
-0.3926269327,0.4339092175,-0.2247489528\C,0,-1.3410217572,1.185440891 
1,-3.693587271\C,0,-2.2935034382,-0.4171472625,3.4394262371\H,0,-1.935 
5298212,0.316670767,-3.9628026814\H,0,-0.5768929548,1.3629417948,-4.43 
91973221\H,0,-1.9692958011,2.0649082371,-3.5814483725\H,0,-1.665218040 
3,-1.2966058086,3.3272823306\H,0,-3.0576348582,-0.5946666129,4.1850289 
745\H,0,-1.6990088596,0.4516275534,3.7086555944\H,0,-0.3552268238,-0.0 
298498723,1.839016193\C,0,-4.7246526309,0.2653087322,0.1476733475\H,0, 
-3.2792956954,0.7981660825,-2.0931730738\C,0,1.0901292788,0.5030062086 
,-0.4018367466\H,0,-5.0229973571,-0.7190020988,0.5087503812\H,0,-5.233 
6208074,0.4649937535,-0.7909629045\H,0,-5.0572879199,0.9899269252,0.89 
09729852\H,0,1.5991034024,0.3033391064,0.5368001246\H,0,1.3884668001,1 
.4873132477,-0.7629304462\H,0,1.4227668009,-0.2216206087,-1.1451272334 
\\Version=EM64L-G09RevD.01\HF=-539.4298121\S2=0.767035\S2-1=0.\S2A=0.7 
50118\RMSD=4.982e-09\Dipole=-0.0000041,-0.0000012,0.0000048\Quadrupole 
=4.0366625,-15.6138484,11.5771859,-2.373478,1.0763964,-6.6285728\PG=C0 
1 [X(C10H14O2)]\\@ 
 
	   S7	  
Me4HE+•	  
1\1\GINC-HPC-CN42\Stability\UBLYP\6-31G(d)\C12H18O2(1+,2)\TALIPOVM\14- 
Jan-2015\0\\#P BLYP IOP(3/76=0600004000)/6-31G(d) stable(opt) pop(nbo) 
scrf(check) guess(read) geom(allcheck) nosym scf(fermi,xqc,maxcyc=200 
) int(grid=ultrafine)\\Title\\1,2\C,0,-0.0849580233,-0.0035625809,2.20 
84581649\C,0,-0.9206585891,0.2194766543,0.9801599594\C,0,-2.3350650807 
,0.4189635136,1.1509094458\O,0,-2.7049987605,0.4202277218,2.4149597962 
\C,0,-3.2232308588,0.594805542,0.047523193\C,0,-4.7208366026,0.5437703 
261,0.2190427938\C,0,-2.6679772298,0.7017563008,-1.2050734678\C,0,-3.5 
036761763,0.9248064287,-2.4333706634\C,0,-1.2535740165,0.5022604679,-1 
.3758234185\O,0,-0.8836410912,0.5009816618,-2.6398739847\C,0,-0.365406 
1721,0.3264258748,-0.272436378\C,0,1.1321987922,0.3774693519,-0.443961 
7555\H,0,1.588200134,0.8460153162,0.4231706207\H,0,1.4097966407,0.9734 
553897,-1.3067824122\H,0,1.5765809855,-0.6122287263,-0.5545769804\H,0, 
-0.6423738866,-0.5546958156,2.9589403696\H,0,0.2086874632,0.9482692596 
,2.6568166524\H,0,0.8181592963,-0.5574562653,1.9724414312\H,0,-4.99844 
29423,-0.052214113,1.0818614174\H,0,-5.1768373362,0.0752273001,-0.6480 
916168\H,0,-5.1652122481,1.5334715905,0.3296564623\H,0,-4.4067834156,1 
.4787162482,-2.1973533046\H,0,-3.7973391415,-0.0270208848,-2.881727263 
3\H,0,-2.9462517587,1.475928403,-3.1838549856\C,0,0.2001637785,-0.2637 
105825,-3.1955945451\C,0,-3.788808431,1.184906004,2.9706914217\H,0,0.4 
505795726,-1.1022792402,-2.5566058952\H,0,1.0604089894,0.3774700567,-3 
.3530146696\H,0,-0.1707653565,-0.6203743905,-4.1500243531\H,0,-3.41787 
81265,1.5415614522,3.925123862\H,0,-4.649048711,0.5437178493,3.1281076 
517\H,0,-4.0392316976,2.0234798858,2.3317124517\\Version=EM64L-G09RevD 
.01\HF=-617.9830631\S2=0.766341\S2-1=0.\S2A=0.750077\RMSD=7.221e-09\Di 
pole=-0.0000099,-0.0000022,0.0000099\Quadrupole=13.8005044,-16.0302393 
,2.229735,-7.4319595,-8.7218648,4.9661823\PG=C01 [X(C12H18O2)]\\@ 
 
BHE+•	  
1\1\GINC-HPC-CN109\Stability\UBLYP\6-31G(d)\C20H26O2(1+,2)\TALIPOVM\14 
-Jan-2015\0\\#P BLYP IOP(3/76=0600004000)/6-31G(d) stable(opt) pop(nbo 
) scrf(check) guess(read) geom(allcheck) nosym scf(fermi,xqc,maxcyc=20 
0) int(grid=ultrafine)\\Title\\1,2\C,0,0.2441046913,0.0445017393,2.225 
6969288\C,0,-0.8239377481,0.1490068945,1.1550767891\C,0,-2.2384522041, 
0.208210409,1.2751055572\O,0,-2.964463216,0.1303071475,2.3693988704\C, 
0,-3.0470262474,0.3659078607,0.0963018317\C,0,-4.5475243546,0.43430349 
41,0.1425446993\C,0,-2.5091215667,0.4389142943,-1.1706752877\C,0,-3.57 
71643652,0.5434167134,-2.2412956117\C,0,-1.094606908,0.3797118882,-1.2 
907039839\O,0,-0.3685961057,0.4576151324,-2.3849976442\C,0,-0.28603286 
36,0.2220149362,-0.1119004208\C,0,1.2144652295,0.1536175849,-0.1581432 
003\C,0,-0.8230098387,0.755718807,-3.7082684055\C,0,-2.5100520854,-0.1 
67793673,3.6926710773\H,0,-1.3978657699,-0.0739076702,-4.107509345\H,0 
,0.0853329934,0.8823035808,-4.2850597086\H,0,-1.3975665801,1.676483742 
4,-3.7176019719\H,0,-3.4183962412,-0.2943704503,4.2694620486\H,0,-1.93 
51912775,0.6618308815,4.091909111\H,0,-1.9355009822,-1.0885621205,3.70 
20090898\C,0,-5.1001822456,-0.7448395705,-0.6902316493\C,0,-4.50254396 
69,-0.6888746648,-2.1127948966\H,0,-6.1868432258,-0.6662368137,-0.7162 
879961\H,0,-4.8596617114,-1.6870590144,-0.2001679973\H,0,-5.2871376111 
,-0.6054377927,-2.8644077559\H,0,-3.9399242273,-1.5938696501,-2.337526 
8731\C,0,-4.4134166882,1.8137099011,-1.9663667316\H,0,-3.1767890358,0. 
581017206,-3.2427436244\C,0,-4.9808135858,1.7564210465,-0.5307126955\H 
,0,-5.2151180988,1.8607141809,-2.7029023195\H,0,-3.7972412007,2.700516 
8269,-2.1087033396\H,0,-4.9137143241,0.3872828405,1.1613527002\H,0,-6. 
0697114183,1.7976688669,-0.5368916891\H,0,-4.632371327,2.6007259998,0. 
	   S8	  
0622242082\C,0,1.0803563823,-1.2257915749,1.9507661863\C,0,1.647750487 
,-1.1685030682,0.5151109957\H,0,0.4641812738,-2.1125985188,2.093104358 
2\H,0,1.8820592477,-1.2727952923,2.6873002794\H,0,1.299302628,-2.01280 
52898,-0.0778265767\H,0,2.7366480992,-1.2097563409,0.5212875214\C,0,1. 
1694851258,1.2767925706,2.0971983142\H,0,-0.156270822,0.0068992913,3.2 
27144722\C,0,1.7671262246,1.3327568396,0.6746361799\H,0,1.5806554408,0 
.2006401611,-1.1769510327\H,0,1.5266113958,2.2749782967,0.1845736105\H 
,0,2.8537867633,1.2541485474,0.7006943747\H,0,1.9540771695,1.193356251 
2,2.8488128638\H,0,0.6068646912,2.1817875721,2.3219284392\\Version=EM6 
4L-G09RevD.01\HF=-927.4849703\S2=0.766765\S2-1=0.\S2A=0.7501\RMSD=2.36 
5e-09\Dipole=0.0000001,0.000001,0.0000006\Quadrupole=5.2893925,-17.924 
6796,12.6352871,-2.0817694,1.8779858,-4.3287853\PG=C01 [X(C20H26O2)]\\ 
@ 
MHE+•	  
1\1\GINC-HPC-CN28\Stability\UBLYP\6-31G(d)\C19H24O2(1+,2)\TALIPOVM\14- 
Jan-2015\0\\#P BLYP IOP(3/76=0600004000)/6-31G(d) stable(opt) pop(nbo) 
scrf(check) guess(read) geom(allcheck) nosym scf(fermi,xqc,maxcyc=200 
) int(grid=ultrafine)\\Title\\1,2\C,0,0.1394889975,0.1682241254,2.2966 
088119\C,0,-0.8762243147,0.2428307738,1.1912107954\C,0,-2.2908492311,0 
.3539989103,1.3750806255\O,0,-2.6593367531,0.432963922,2.6330147434\C, 
0,-3.131570054,0.3536092537,0.2275795997\C,0,-4.6373437003,0.451105923 
9,0.0482615081\C,0,-2.58244012,0.324874684,-1.0447401919\C,0,-3.743559 
1863,0.3996101426,-2.0218899625\C,0,-1.1712924624,0.3011553308,-1.2201 
781724\O,0,-0.5098057313,0.3370542794,-2.3541590345\C,0,-0.3355041774, 
0.2165417902,-0.0622678911\C,0,1.1642216564,0.1183860176,-0.0796729026 
\C,0,-1.1007862342,0.5017161653,-3.6482589263\C,0,-4.0058455245,0.6009 
156762,3.0906293588\H,0,-1.6260370171,-0.4037973888,-3.9357454583\H,0, 
-0.2637358655,0.6692305261,-4.3148158312\H,0,-1.7635592176,1.360794284 
,-3.660436042\H,0,-4.4679768293,1.4603234446,2.6157094815\H,0,-3.91560 
92094,0.770701652,4.1564451433\H,0,-4.5767203059,-0.3042159167,2.90810 
85781\C,0,-4.8047342495,-0.3832223919,-1.231921725\C,0,-4.3117083962,1 
.8477479464,-1.9211014176\C,0,-4.9263146798,1.8835067082,-0.4958408048 
\H,0,-5.0741993945,1.990034037,-2.6847116982\H,0,-3.5457614195,2.60544 
39169,-2.0718143946\H,0,-5.2497676458,0.1576845628,0.8883079084\H,0,-6 
.0022949963,2.0438315288,-0.533181932\H,0,-4.496500851,2.6610753954,0. 
1316862507\C,0,0.9449787394,-1.1386144611,2.104632542\C,0,1.5570903721 
,-1.168883477,0.6832028306\H,0,0.2958907814,-1.9978201071,2.2674550407 
\H,0,1.723329407,-1.1777707715,2.8663557788\H,0,1.2148860373,-2.042510 
3358,0.1302279865\H,0,2.6445642931,-1.2245933086,0.7269175695\C,0,1.11 
0225908,1.3607512106,2.1234787917\H,0,-0.3307386146,0.1922404211,3.274 
2696568\C,0,1.7237661316,1.3304439767,0.7027992106\H,0,1.5520349842,0. 
1007558829,-1.0929822925\H,0,1.5025298773,2.2501458793,0.1629713247\H, 
0,2.8088595373,1.2396014757,0.7475286938\H,0,1.8856015474,1.2864577291 
,2.8856656738\H,0,0.5788386479,2.2951155084,2.2987494619\H,0,-3.556553 
3588,0.0588943081,-3.0298844489\H,0,-5.8004017259,-0.2962347441,-1.664 
1230248\H,0,-4.554205652,-1.4337744865,-1.0975412149\\Version=EM64L-G0 
9RevD.01\HF=-888.1890296\S2=0.765231\S2-1=0.\S2A=0.75006\RMSD=3.506e-0 
9\Dipole=-1.5449486,0.1501331,-0.6597614\Quadrupole=17.9882383,-20.837 
2442,2.8490059,-6.0030822,-1.2288276,-0.7538861\PG=C01 [X(C19H24O2)]\\ 
@ 
THE+•	  
1\1\GINC-HPC-CN21\Stability\UBLYP\6-31G(d)\C18H22O2(1+,2)\TALIPOVM\14- 
Jan-2015\0\\#P BLYP IOP(3/76=0600004000)/6-31G(d) stable(opt) pop(nbo) 
scrf(check) guess(read) geom(allcheck) nosym scf(fermi,xqc,maxcyc=200 
) int(grid=ultrafine)\\Title\\1,2\C,0,0.1625527462,0.1851660005,2.0125 
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570598\C,0,-0.9961546651,0.3354622271,1.0652103939\C,0,-2.3894723058,0 
.4134606366,1.3821832331\O,0,-2.6394372643,0.440178029,2.6714440389\C, 
0,-3.3102350763,0.4470393222,0.3088215049\C,0,-4.8163579758,0.63518467 
69,0.1737179526\C,0,-2.817695698,0.410238724,-0.9776287214\C,0,-3.9764 
023054,0.5605428154,-1.9249752246\C,0,-1.4243780121,0.3322324514,-1.29 
46015566\O,0,-1.1744145317,0.3054999908,-2.5838625235\C,0,-0.503615255 
9,0.2986593625,-0.2212398146\C,0,1.0025084251,0.1105206238,-0.08613600 
06\C,0,0.149526785,0.2496576152,-3.1279034953\C,0,-3.9633805974,0.4959 
927574,3.2154827366\H,0,0.6989870357,1.1478490568,-2.8622025199\H,0,0. 
009266068,0.2037376901,-4.2006074296\H,0,0.664413915,-0.6408408587,-2. 
7808955078\H,0,-4.4782767973,1.3864937511,2.8684948352\H,0,-3.82312365 
64,0.5418883206,4.2881882009\H,0,-4.5128298383,-0.4021985476,2.9497577 
945\C,0,-5.0681317829,-0.1678009699,-1.1178778764\C,0,-4.450483756,2.0 
410374056,-1.7832585873\C,0,-5.0309356912,2.0895747315,-0.3433428338\H 
,0,-5.2176261202,2.2445514891,-2.5282696071\H,0,-3.6392024231,2.748056 
2125,-1.941070362\H,0,-5.4236312172,0.368825991,1.0277878374\H,0,-6.09 
54357002,2.31696855,-0.3541117475\H,0,-4.5405638534,2.8279719453,0.287 
2563764\C,0,0.6366412881,-1.2953267019,1.8708457459\C,0,1.2170932119,- 
1.3438664734,0.4309301108\H,0,-0.1746365471,-2.0023488928,2.0286602556 
\H,0,1.4037848035,-1.4988343689,2.6158573401\H,0,0.7267246469,-2.08226 
83148,-0.1996661904\H,0,2.2815942887,-1.5712552165,0.441699577\C,0,1.2 
542787039,0.9135121705,1.2054568902\H,0,-0.0206070852,0.5087701335,3.0 
304028813\H,0,-3.7932436219,0.2369414948,-2.9428221562\H,0,-6.06779206 
83,-0.013136234,-1.5212316167\H,0,-4.8809117899,-1.2340035971,-1.00410 
82881\H,0,1.6097802276,0.376878894,-0.9402070999\H,0,2.2539398296,0.75 
88536089,1.6088109406\H,0,1.0670536614,1.9797134973,1.0916834535\\Vers 
ion=EM64L-G09RevD.01\HF=-848.8877312\S2=0.767644\S2-1=0.\S2A=0.750121\ 
RMSD=3.734e-09\Dipole=-0.000001,-0.0000147,0.0000031\Quadrupole=18.389 
6706,-18.4432766,0.053606,-5.8319317,-9.1153957,-0.2481487\PG=C01 [X(C 
18H22O2)]\\@ 
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S1.  Correspondence between the HOMO shape and CR spin/charge 
distribution 
 
Table S1. The experimental (X-ray) and calculated [B3LYP/6-31G(d)] bond lengths of the neutral and 
cation radical of octamethoxydibenzochrysene DBC presented in picometers (pm).1 
  
 X-Ray crystallography B3LYP/6-31G(d) 
Bond1 DBC  DBC+•  Δ  DBC  DBC+•  Δ  
a 141.4 143.0 +1.6 140.3 144.0 +3.7 
b 145.5 143.9 -1.4 145.8 144.1 -1.7 
c 141.5 142.3 +0.8 142.2 142.4 +0.2 
d 136.9 136.9 0.0 138.1 138.0 -0.1 
e 141.9 142.5 +0.6 142.4 143.0 +0.6 
f 137.8 138.2 +0.4 138.1 139.3 +1.2 
g 142.0 140.1 -1.9 141.7 140.4 -1.3 
h 141.6 141.6 0.0 141.7 142.2 +0.5 
i 145.3 146.5 +1.2 145.2 146.3 +1.1 
j 137.0 135.8 -1.2 136.3 135.1 -1.2 
k 143.3 143.2 -0.1 141.6 142.3 +0.7 
l 136.3 134.9 -1.4 136.2 134.1 -2.1 
m 142.9 144.2 +1.3 141.6 142.7 +1.1 
1Average of equivalent bonds. 
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Table S2. The experimental (X-ray) and calculated [B3LYP/6-31G(d,p)] bond lengths of the neutral and 
cation radical of 1,3,6,8-tetraisopropylpyrene TIP presented in picometers (pm).2 
  
 X-Ray crystallography B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) 
Bond1 TIP TIP•+ Δ  TIP TIP•+ Δ  
a  138.9 (3)  138.6 (2) -0.3 139.6 139.5 -0.1 
b 141.1 (3) 143.5 (3) +2.4 141.7 144.0 +2.3 
c 143.4 (3) 141.2 (3) -2.2 143.5 142.4 -1.1 
d 134.7 (3) 137.5 (3) +2.8 135.9 138.0 +2.1 
e 142.7 (3) 142.4 (3) -0.3 143.4 143.0 -0.4 
f 144.5 (3) 142.7 (4) -1.8 144.0 143.1 -0.9 
1Average of equivalent bonds. 
 
 
Table S3. The experimental (X-ray) and calculated [B3LYP/6-31G(d)] bond lengths of the neutral and 
cation radicals of hexamethoxytriptycene T3 in picometers (pm).3 
         
 X-Ray crystallography B3LYP/6-31G(d) 
Bond1 T3 T3+• Δ  T3 T3+• Δ  
a 136.6 134.3 -2.3 137.2 135.0 -2.2 
b 139.8 139.6 -0.2 139.2 138.4 -0.8 
c 139.6 139.5 -0.1 139.0 138.9 -0.1 
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d 154.2 153.4 -0.8 154.0 153.0 -1.0 
e 141.3 143.4 +2.1 141.1 142.3 +1.2 
f 139.6 141.2 +1.6 138.8 140.5 +1.7 
g 141.5 142.7 +1.2 142.7 143.8 +1.1 
1Average of equivalent bonds. 
 
Table S4. The experimental (X-ray) and calculated [B3LYP/6-31G(d)] bond lengths of the neutral, 
monomer and dimer cation radicals of octamethylbiphenylene (OMB) in picometers (pm).4 
  
 X-ray crystallography B3LYP/6-31G(d)  
bond1 OMB OMB+• (OMB)2+• OMB OMB+• (OMB)2+• 
a 152.2 147.5 
(-4.7) 
149.5 
(-2.7) 
151.6 147.4 
(-4.2) 
149.4 
(-2.2) 
b 141.8 145.0 
(+3.2) 
143.2 
(+1.4) 
142.3 144.6 
(+2.3) 
143.4 
(+1.1) 
c 136.5 138.6 
(+2.1) 
138.0 
(+1.5) 
137.7 138.6 
(+0.9) 
138.1 
(+0.4) 
d 143.5 141.6 
(-1.9) 
142.4 
(-1.1) 
143.7 142.0 
(-1.7) 
142.8 
(-0.9) 
e 139.1 143.3 
(+4.2) 
142.0 
(+2.9) 
140.3 143.8 
(+3.5) 
142.0 
(+1.7) 
1Average of equivalent bonds. 2Numbers in parenthesis indicate the bond length 
changes relative to neutral OMB. 
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Table S5. The experimental (X-ray) and calculated [B3LYP/6-31G(d)] bond lengths of the 
(centrosymmetric) neutral and cation radicals of BDF1 and BDF2 in picometers (pm).5  
 
 X-Ray crystallography B3LYP/6-31G(d) 
Bond1 BDF1 BDF1•+ Δ BDF1 BDF1•+ Δ 
a 139.9(1) 142.2(5) +2.3 140.3 141.8 +1.5 
b 137.8(1) 135.3(5) -2.5 138.5 137.1 -1.4 
c 140.7(1) 142.1(5) +1.4 141.6 142.6 +1.0 
d 144.9(1) 141.6(5) -3.3 144.8 142.0 -2.8 
e 136.7(1) 140.3(5) +3.6 137.7 141.1 +3.4 
f 138.6(1) 136.7(4) -1.9 138.4 136.7 -1.7 
g 137.5(1) 137.9(4) +0.4 136.8 137.1 +0.3 
h 146.4(1) 144.9(5) -1.5 146.3 144.5 -1.8 
i 147.4(1) 147.5(5) +0.1 147.8 147.3 -0.5 
 BDF2 BDF2•+ Δ BDF2 BDF2•+ Δ 
a 140.0(1) 141.7(2) +1.7 140.3 141.5 +1.2 
b 138.1(1) 136.5(2) -1.6 138.5 137.3 -1.2 
c 140.9(1) 141.7(2) +0.8 141.5 142.4 +0.9 
d 144.7(1) 141.7(2) -3.0 144.8 142.5 -2.3 
e 137.1(1) 139.9(2) +2.8 137.7 140.8 +3.1 
f 138.6(1) 137.3(2) -1.3 138.5 137.2 -1.3 
g 137.3(1) 137.8(2) +0.5 136.9 137.0 +0.1 
h 145.9(1) 144.3(2) -1.6 146.1 144.0 -2.1 
i 147.8(1) 145.8(2) -2.0 147.7 147.0 -0.7 
1Average of equivalent bonds. 
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Table S6. The experimental (X-ray) and calculated [B3LYP/6-31G(d)] bond lengths of the neutral 
and cation radical of tetramethoxydibenzobicyclo[4.4.1]undecane BA presented in picometers.6 
 
 X-Ray crystallography B3LYP/6-31G(d) 
Bond1 BA BA+• Δ BA BA+• Δ 
a 137.1 135.4 -1.7 136.5 134.5 -2.0 
b 138.3 138.2 -0.1 139.3 139.7 +0.4 
c 140.1 139.3 -0.8 140.6 139.6 -1.0 
d 139.9 142.1 +2.2 140.4 143.1 +2.7 
e 140.5 142.7 +2.2 141.3 143.5 +2.2 
f 142.5 144.1 +1.6 141.6 143.7 +2.1 
1Average of equivalent bonds. 
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S2.  X-ray crystallography data 
S2.1.  X-ray structure of Me2HE+• 
 
Figure S1. ORTEP and packing diagrams of Me2HE+•SbCl6-. 
 
Table S7.  Crystal data and structure refinement for Me2HE+•SbCl6- 
Identification code  raj7w 
Empirical formula  C10 H14 Cl6 O2 Sb 
Formula weight  500.66 
Temperature  100(2) K 
Wavelength  1.54178 Å 
Crystal system  Monoclinic 
Space group  C 2/c 
Unit cell dimensions a = 18.5274(4) Å a= 90°. 
 b = 7.7885(2) Å b= 119.1760(10)°. 
 c = 13.6927(3) Å g = 90°. 
Volume 1725.18(7) Å3 
Z 4 
Density (calculated) 1.928 Mg/m3 
Absorption coefficient 21.205 mm-1 
F(000) 972 
Crystal size 0.22 x 0.20 x 0.06 mm3 
Theta range for data collection 5.47 to 66.76°. 
Index ranges -21<=h<=19, 0<=k<=8, 0<=l<=16 
Reflections collected 6990 
Independent reflections 1426 [R(int) = 0.0269] 
Completeness to theta = 66.76° 98.3 %  
Absorption correction Numerical 
Max. and min. transmission 0.3627 and 0.0895 
Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F2 
Data / restraints / parameters 1426 / 0 / 116 
Goodness-of-fit on F2 1.122 
Final R indices [I>2sigma(I)] R1 = 0.0200, wR2 = 0.0507 
R indices (all data) R1 = 0.0209, wR2 = 0.0513 
Largest diff. peak and hole 0.602 and -0.342 e.Å-3 
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S2.2.  X-ray structure of MHE 
 
 
Figure S2. ORTEP and packing diagrams of MHE. 
 
Table S8.  Crystal data and structure refinement for MHE 
Identification code raj25h 
Empirical formula C19H23O2 
Formula weight 283.37 
Temperature/K 100.00(10) 
Crystal system orthorhombic 
Space group Pnma 
a/Å 22.1332(4) 
b/Å 11.5650(2) 
c/Å 5.82560(9) 
α/° 90.00 
β/° 90.00 
γ/° 90.00 
Volume/Å3 1491.18(4) 
Z 4 
ρcalcg/cm3 1.262 
μ/mm-1 0.625 
F(000) 612.0 
Crystal size/mm3 0.34 × 0.05 × 0.04 
Radiation CuKα (λ = 1.54184) 
2Θ range for data collection/° 7.98 to 147.56 
Index ranges -27 ≤ h ≤ 19, -12 ≤ k ≤ 14, -6 ≤ l ≤ 7 
Reflections collected 7656 
Independent reflections 1575 [Rint = 0.0261, Rsigma = 0.0158] 
Data/restraints/parameters 1575/0/102 
Goodness-of-fit on F2 1.044 
Final R indexes [I>=2σ (I)] R1 = 0.0496, wR2 = 0.1376 
Final R indexes [all data] R1 = 0.0548, wR2 = 0.1450 
Largest diff. peak/hole / e Å-3 0.39/-0.24 
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S2.3.  X-ray structure of MHE+• 
 
Figure S3. ORTEP and packing diagrams of MHE+•SbCl6-. 
 
Table S9.  Crystal data and structure refinement for MHE+•SbCl6-. 
Identification code raj25a 
Empirical formula C19H24O2Cl6Sb 
Formula weight 618.83 
Temperature/K 100.00(10) 
Crystal system monoclinic 
Space group P21/n 
a/Å 10.07958(17) 
b/Å 21.4803(4) 
c/Å 10.71257(17) 
α/° 90.00 
β/° 96.3692(16) 
γ/° 90.00 
Volume/Å3 2305.08(7) 
Z 4 
ρcalcg/cm3 1.783 
μ/mm-1 16.012 
F(000) 1228.0 
Crystal size/mm3 0.413 × 0.0353 × 0.0234 
Radiation CuKα (λ = 1.54184) 
2Θ range for data collection/° 8.24 to 148.34 
Index ranges -8 ≤ h ≤ 12, -26 ≤ k ≤ 26, -13 ≤ l ≤ 13 
Reflections collected 22323 
Independent reflections 4597 [Rint = 0.0464, Rsigma = 0.0323] 
Data/restraints/parameters 4597/10/271 
Goodness-of-fit on F2 1.139 
Final R indexes [I>=2σ (I)] R1 = 0.0439, wR2 = 0.1170 
Final R indexes [all data] R1 = 0.0495, wR2 = 0.1201 
Largest diff. peak/hole / e Å-3 1.71/-1.04 
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Figure S4. X-ray structures of HE,7  Me4HE,8 and BHE (left to right)9. 
  
 
 
 
Figure S5. Different views of the BHE+• ethoxy-analog X-ray structure.10 
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S3.  Computational Details 
 
Electronic structure calculations were performed with the Gaussian 09 package, 
revision D01.11 For the density functional theory (DFT) calculations we used calibrated 
(see Ref. 12 for details) B1LYP functional13 that contains 40% contribution of the exact 
exchange with 6-31G(d) basis set by Pople and co-workers.14 Note that we12 and 
others15,16 have earlier demonstrated that alteration of the exact exchange contribution is 
essential to mitigate the self-interaction error17,18 that causes artificial delocalization of 
spin/charge in the calculations of π-conjugated cation radicals. In this study, we found 
that B1LYP-40 functional provides the free energies of oxidation of various HQEs 
(Chart 1 in the manuscript) in slightly better agreement with the measured oxidation 
potentials as compared with the standard functionals M06-2X19 and ωB97X-D20,21 
(Figures S6 and S7). For this reason as well as for the sake of consistency with our 
previous studies,12 the calculations reported in this manuscript were based on the B1LYP-
40 functional. 
Solvent effects were included using the implicit integral equation formalism 
polarizable continuum model (IEF-PCM, also referred as PCM)22-26 with the 
dichloromethane solvent parameters (ε = 8.93). In all DFT calculations, ultrafine 
Lebedev’s grid was used with 99 radial shells per atom and 590 angular points in each 
shell. For cation radical calculations, wave function stability tests27,28  was performed to 
ensure absence of solutions with lower energy. The values of <S2> operator after spin 
annihilation were confirmed to be close to the expectation value of 0.75. Unpaired spin 
density plots were rendered using isovalue of 0.001 a.u. Tight cutoffs on forces and 
atomic displacements were used to determine convergence in geometry optimization 
procedure. Harmonic vibrational frequency calculations were performed for the 
optimized structures to confirm absence of imaginary frequencies. Free energies were 
computed within the harmonic oscillator approximation for T = 298.15 K and P = 1 atm.  
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Table S10. Solution-phase (PCM) adiabatic oxidation potentials and gas-phase vertical ionization 
potentials, obtained by means of B1LYP-40/6-31G(d). 
HQE ∆Gox, eV IP, eV 
HE 5.358 7.265 
Me2HE 5.144 6.931 
Me4HE 5.560 7.586 
BHE 5.429 7.394 
MHE 5.268 7.418 
THE 5.234 7.367 
 
 
 
 
Figure S6. Comparison of the solution-phase adiabatic oxidation potentials (A) and gas-phase 
vertical ionization potentials (B), obtained experimentally and by means of B1LYP-40/6-31G(d). 
 
 
 
    
 
Figure S7. Comparison of the solution-phase adiabatic oxidation potentials obtained 
experimentally (ordinate) and by means of DFT functionals M06-2X 19 (left) and ωB97X-D 20,21 
(right) using the 6-31G(d) basis set and the PCM(dichloromethane) solvation model. 
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S4.  DFT Results 
 
 
Figure S8. Comparison of the conformations of the neutral and CR HQEs obtained from X-ray 
crystallography vs those from the DFT calculations. 
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Table S11. X-ray structural parameters of neutral (N)29,30 and cation radical (CR) Me2HE as well 
as the corresponding values obtained from the DFT calculations. Bond lengths are given in Å 
 
Bond X-Ray DFT 
N CR ∆ N CR ∆ 
C1-O1 1.426 1.450 0.024 1.411 1.436 0.025 
O1-C2 1.380 1.328 -0.052 1.365 1.310 -0.055 
C2-C3 1.401 1.435 0.034 1.397 1.441 0.044 
C3-C4 1.396 1.367 -0.029 1.392 1.368 -0.024 
C4-C5 1.505 1.493 -0.012 1.504 1.495 -0.009 
 
 
 
Figure S9. Comparison of the oxidation-induced bond length changes in Me2HE obtained by 
means of X-ray crystallography (abscissa) and DFT calculations (ordinate).  
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Table S12. X-ray structural parameters of neutral (N) 9 and cation radical (CR) 9  THE as well as 
the corresponding values obtained from the DFT calculations. Bond lengths are given in Å 
 
Bond X-Ray DFT 
N CR ∆ N CR ∆ 
C1-C2 1.516 1.529 0.013 1.513 1.524 0.011 
C1-C6 1.398 1.378 -0.020 1.400 1.378 -0.022 
C5-C6 1.518 1.506 -0.012 1.513 1.504 -0.009 
C6-C8 1.389 1.430 0.041 1.389 1.431 0.042 
C8-O 1.391 1.320 -0.071 1.377 1.314 -0.063 
C9-O 1.414 1.442 0.028 1.419 1.432 0.013 
 
 
 
Figure S10. Comparison of the oxidation-induced bond length changes in THE obtained by 
means of X-ray crystallography (abscissa) and DFT calculations (ordinate).  
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Table S13. X-ray structural parameters of neutral (N) and cation radical (CR) MHE as well as the 
corresponding values obtained from the DFT calculations. Bond lengths are given in Å 
 
Bond	  
X-­‐Ray	  
N	   CR	   ∆	  
C1-­‐C4	   1.504	   1.491	   -­‐0.013	  
C1-­‐C3	   1.405	   1.367	   -­‐0.038	  
C3-­‐C5	   1.504	   1.503	   -­‐0.001	  
C2-­‐C3	   1.392	   1.422	   0.030	  
C2-­‐O1	   1.397	   1.344	   -­‐0.053	  
C1-­‐O1	   1.422	   1.436	   0.014	  
C6-­‐C7	   1.386	   1.393	   0.007	  
C7-­‐C8	   1.406	   1.388	   -­‐0.018	  
C8-­‐C9	   1.515	   1.547	   0.032	  
C7-­‐C10	   1.515	   1.533	   0.018	  
C6-­‐O2	   1.397	   1.351	   -­‐0.046	  
O2-­‐C11	   1.422	   1.448	   0.026	  
C6-­‐C1	   1.392	   1.396	   0.004	  
C2-­‐C8	   1.386	   1.429	   0.043	  
 
 
Figure S11. Comparison of the oxidation-induced bond length changes in MHE obtained by 
means of X-ray crystallography (abscissa) and DFT calculations (ordinate).  
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Figure S12. Calculated gas-phase ionization potentials vs solvent free energies of oxidation of 
HQEs obtained by means of B1LYP40/6-31G(d). The ∆Gox values were computed using the 
polarized continuum model (PCM) with the parameters corresponding to dichloromethane. 
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Figure S13. Isovalue (0.03 a.u.) plots and energies of the HQE HOMOs and HOMO-1 computed 
at the HF/6-31G(d) level of theory. 
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Figure S14. Electronic energies of THE (A), MHE (B), and BHE (C) as function of the dihedral 
angle between the methoxy groups and the aromatic plane, calculated by means of B1LYP40/6-
31G(d)+PCM(dichloromethane). Both methoxy groups were systematically rotated in such way 
that they had the same orientation toward the aromatic plane at every scan point. Other geometric 
parameters were optimized. 
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Figure S15. Comparison of the HQE CR spin density distribution (0.001 a.u.) and positive 
charge distribution (0.005 a.u.) isovalue plots obtained from the B1LYP-40/6-
31G(d)+PCM(dichloromethane) calculations.  
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Figure S16. Electronic energies and spin density spatial distributions (0.001 a.u.) of THE (A), 
MHE (B), and BHE (C) cation radicals as function of the CH3-O-Car1-Car2 dihedral angle 
[B1LYP40/6-31G(d)+PCM(CH2Cl2)]. This scan revealed that only THE has a conformationally-
induced switchover, which occurs at ~75º, whereas transformation of MHE from the quinoidal to 
bisallylic state occurs even at 90º due to the relaxation of non-fixed geometric parameters.  
Noteworthy, initial decrease of the dihedral angle from 90º to 75º leads to increase in energy of 
the CR state of THE, which does not occur in the other annelated HQEs MHE and BHE. Thus, 
relative orientation of the methoxy groups and aromatic ring in hydroquinone ethers occurs to 
control the electronic structure of the corresponding cation radicals with a switchover angle of 
~75º thus representing the case of electronic isomerism that is unprecedented for the aromatic 
cation radicals. It is also noted that the obtained spin/charge distributions at every values of the 
dihedral angle CH3-O-Car1-Car2  were found to be in close agreement with the shape of HOMO 
from the corresponding scans of neutral HQEs shown on Figure 3 in the main text.  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure S17. Gas-phase electronic energies and spin density spatial distributions (0.001 a.u.) of 
THE (A), MHE (B), and BHE (C) cation radicals as function of the dihedral angle between the 
methoxy groups and the aromatic plane, calculated by means of B1LYP40/6-31G(d) without 
solvent modeling. Both methoxy groups were systematically rotated in such way that they had the 
same orientation toward the aromatic plane at every scan point. Other geometric parameters were 
optimized. 
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Figure S18. Isovalue plots of the full spin density spatial distributions (0.001 a.u.) in the HQE 
CRs [B1LYP40/6-31G(d)+PCM(CH2Cl2)]. 
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Figure S19. Relationship between ∆Gox vs HOMOs of the HQEs from Chart 1, denoted 
as HOMO(S0//S0) [B1LYP40/6-31G(d)+PCM(CH2Cl2)]. 
 
 
 
Figure S20. Relationship between ∆Gox vs HOMOs of neutral HQEs that were 
structurally reorganized upon 1-electron oxidation [denoted as HOMO(S0//D0)] with the 
structural reorganization energy taken into account [λ = E(S0//D0) – E(S0//S0)], 
B1LYP40/6-31G(d)+PCM(CH2Cl2).  
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